Accurate ranking is desired in many real-world data mining applications. Traditional learning algorithms, however, aim 
Introduction
In data mining, a classifier is built from a set of training examples with class labels and its performance is measured by its predictive accuracy (or error rate, 1 accuracy). Some classifiers can also produce the class probability estimates Ô´ µ that is the probability of an example in the class . This information is largely ignored, since the error rate considers only the class with the largest probability estimate. In some data mining applications, however, classification and error rate are not enough. For example, in direct marketing, we often need a ranking of customers in terms of their likelihood of buying.
If we are aiming at an accurate ranking based on the class probability, the area under the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) curve [9, 6] , or simply AUC, has been recently used as the performance measure. AUC compares the classifiers' performance cross the entire range of class distributions and error costs, and provides a good "summary" for comparing two classifiers. Hand and Till [1] show that, for binary classification, AUC is equivalent to the probability that a randomly chosen example of class will have a smaller estimated probability of belonging to class + than a randomly chosen example of class +. They present a simple approach to calculating the AUC of a classifier below.
where Ò ¼ and Ò ½ are the numbers of negative and positive examples respectively, and Ë ¼ È Ö , where Ö is the rank of Ø positive example in the ranking.
From Equation 1, it is clear that AUC is essentially a measure of the quality of a ranking. For example, the AUC of a ranking is 1 (the maximum value of AUC) if there is no positive example preceding a negative example.
If we are aiming at the accurate probability-based ranking, what is the performance of the traditional learning algorithms, such as decision trees and naive Bayes? In a decision tree, the class probability Ô´ µ is the fraction of the examples of class in the leaf that falls into. While decision trees perform quite well in classification, it is also found that their probability estimates are poor [5, 7] . Building decision trees with accurate probability estimates, called probability estimation trees (PETs), has received a great deal of attention recently [8] . Some researchers ascribe the poor probability estimates of decision trees to the decision tree learning algorithms. Thus, many techniques have been proposed to improve the learning algorithms in producing accurate probability estimates [8] . Provost and Domingos propose propose the following techniques to improve the AUC of C4.5 [8] .
1. Smooth probability estimates by Laplace correction.
Assume that there are Ô examples of the class at a leaf, AE total examples, and total classes. The frequencybased estimation calculates the estimated probability as Ô AE
. The Laplace estimation calculates the estimated probability as Ô·½ AE · . 2. Turn off pruning. Provost and Domingos [8] show that pruning a large tree damages the probability estima-tion. Thus, a simple strategy to improve the probability estimation is to build a large tree without pruning.
Provost and Domingos call the resulting algorithm C4.4. They compared C4.4 to C4.5 by empirical experiments, and found that C4.4 is a significant improvement over C4.5 with regard to AUC. Ling and Yan also propose a method to improve the AUC of a decision tree [3] . They present a novel probability estimation algorithm, in which the class probability of an example is an average of the probability estimates from all leaves of the tree, instead of only using the leaf into which it falls. In other word, each leaf contributes to the class probability estimate of an example.
To our observation, however, the representation of decision trees also plays an important role. In a decision tree, the class probabilities of all the examples in the same leaf are equal. However, an accurate ranking needs that different examples have different probability. This is an obstacle in building an accurate PET, because two contradictory factors are in play at the same time. On one hand, traditional decision tree algorithms, such as C4.5, prefer a small tree. Thus, a leaf has more examples and the class probability estimates are more reliable. A small tree, however, has a small number of leaves, thus more examples will have the same class probability. That prevents the learning algorithm from building an accurate PET. On the other hand, if the tree is large, not only may the tree overfitting the training data, but the number of examples in each leaf is also small, and thus the probability estimates would not be accurate and reliable. Such a contradiction does exist in traditional decision trees.
A CITree [11] (Conditional Independence Tree) is a novel representation model, which uses a traditional decision tree to explicitly represent conditional independences among attributes and a naive Bayes on each leaf to represent the local distribution. Thus, a CITree represents a joint distribution among all attributes. CITree is different from NBTree [2] in that the structure of a CITree represents conditional independence; that is, given the attributes (path attributes) that occur on the path from the root to a leaf, all the other attributes (leaf attributes) are independent. Since conditional dependence can be relaxed by the tree structure, so the probability estimates given by leaf naive Bayes will be accurate. In the mean while, naive Bayes can assign different probability to each example, which could lead to an accurate ranking. In other words, its AUC should be high.
A Novel Algorithm for Learning CITree
We believe that CITree is a suitable model for building an accurate PET, and thus yields an accurate ranking. But in practice, learning the structure of an accurate CITree is intractable, just as learning an optimal decision tree. However, a good approximation of a CITree, which gives good estimates of class probabilities, is satisfiable in many data mining applications. If the structure of a CITree is sufficiently well, the probability estimates given by its leaf naive Bayes is also accurate, since the conditional dependences among attributes are relaxed by the structure of the CITree.
In building a CITree, we are looking for an attribute, given which all other attributes have the maximum independence. Thus, the key is to find such an attribute. The process of building a CITree could be also a greedy and recursive process, similar to building a decision tree. At each step, choose the "best" attribute as the root of the (sub)tree, split the associated data into disjoint subsets corresponding to the values of the attribute, and then recur this process for each subset until certain criteria are satisfied.
Notice as well, however, the difference between learning a CITree and learning a decision tree. The process of building a decision tree is guided by the purity of the (sub)dataset, measured by information gain. That is, we are looking for a sequence of attributes that leads to the maximum purity in all leaves of the tree. However, the process of building a CITree is guided by relaxing the conditional dependences among attributes. More precisely, we wish that, by choosing a sequences of attributes, all other attributes are independent. In practice, we intend to choose a set of attributes that make the local conditional independence among the rest of attributes true as much as possible. Thus, even though the impurity of a (sub)dataset is high, it could still be desired, as long as the conditional dependence is minimum. Thus, traditional decision tree learning algorithms are not directly suitable for learning CITrees.
One problem in learning a CITree is how to find the attribute (if it exists), given which all other attributes have the maximum conditional independence. We adopt a heuristic search process, in which we choose an attribute with the greatest improvement on the performance of the resulting CITree. Another reason for using this strategy is that, not all the conditional dependences will influence naive Bayes. Naive Bayes works well even when strong dependences exist. Thus a heuristic search guided by the performance of the CITree is suitable. More precisely, we try each possible attribute as the root at each step, evaluate the resulting tree, and choose the attribute that achieves the highest AUC. To avoid overfitting, the AUC of a leaf naive Bayes is conducted by a 5-fold cross validation.
Similar to C4.5, our learning algorithm has two separate steps: growing a tree and post-pruning. In growing a tree, each possible attribute is evaluated at each step, and the attribute that gives the most improvement in AUC is selected. The algorithm is depicted below. Notice that in the AUC-CITree algorithm described above, we grow a tree as large as possible until we are out of data or attributes, and then start a post-pruning process as following:
Apply pruning based on the AUC of leaf naive Bayes, in which the children of a node are removed only if the resulting pruned tree (making it a leaf node and deploying a naive Bayes at it) performs no worse than the original tree. Notice the AUC for the children of a node is computed using instances from all the children.
Our AUC-CITree algorithm is different from the NBTree algorithm [2] in several aspects:
1. Our AUC-CITree algorithm is based on AUC, instead of accuracy.
2. Our algorithm is less greedy than the NBTree algorithm, in which if the accuracy improvement is less than 5%, stop growing the tree. We always choose the best attribute at each step, even no improvement has been achieved.
3. The AUC-CITree algorithm adopts the post-pruning strategy, rather than early stop.
Experiments
We conduct experiments to compare our algorithm CITree with C4.4 and naive Bayes. Notice that the implementation of naive Bayes and C4.4 is from Weka [10] , C4.4 is J48 in Weka with Laplace correction and turning off pruning. All algorithms are evaluated by using 29 datasets from the UCI repository [4] . Considering that large data sets seem more important in data mining, we also choose large data sets to show CITree's advantage in practical environment. In our experiment, multi-class AUC has been calculated by M-measure [1] , and the average AUC on each data set is obtained by using 10-fold stratified cross validation 10 times. Some details in our implementation are summarized below.
In
attribute value which will result four leaf naive Bayes, the inner 5-fold cross-validations will be run in four leafs. Note that, we compute AUC by putting the instances from all the leaves together rather than computing the AUC for each leaf separately.
Step 1, when the instances falling into a leaf are less than 5, all the instances will be assigned the random probability. This is a strategy to avoid overfitting.
3. Numeric attributes are discretized using ten-bin discretization implemented in Weka [10] . Missing value are also replaced by ReplaceMissingValues class in Weka. Table 1 shows the average AUC obtained by the three algorithms. The comparison of the three algorithms on these datasets, in which a paired t-test with a confidence of 95% has been used, are summarized in Table 2 . Our observations are summarized below.
1. The AUC-CITree algorithm outperforms naive Bayes significantly in terms of AUC: It wins in 10 datasets, ties in 19 datasets and loses in 0 dataset. The average AUC for CITree is 92.66%, higher than the average AUC 90.91% of naive Bayes.
2. The CITree algorithm also outperforms C4.4 significantly in terms of AUC: It wins in 16 datasets, ties in 11 datasets and loses in 2 datasets. The average AUC for decision trees is 89.02%, lower than CITree's.
3. The sizes of CITrees (not shown in Table 1 ) are significantly smaller than the sizes of decision trees over most of these datasets. Here the size of a tree is the number of nodes. The average tree size for CITrees is 64, and for C4.4 it is 610.
Conclusions
In this paper, we study using an extended decision tree model CITree for ranking, and present and implement a novel algorithm AUC-CITree which is based on AUC to build a CITree for ranking by exploring the conditional independence among attributes, different from traditional decision tree learning algorithms. Our experiments show that the AUC-CITree algorithm performs better than C4.4 and naive Bayes significantly in terms of ranking, measured by AUC. Our work provides an effective data mining algorithm for applications in which an accurate ranking is required. Table 2 . Summary of the experimental results.
An entry Û-Ø-Ð means that the algorithm at the corresponding row wins in Û datasets, ties in Ø datasets, and loses in Ð datasets, compared to the algorithm at the corresponding column. NB C4.4 AUC-CITree 10-19-0 16-11-2 NB 14-8-7
CITree can be viewed as a bridge between probabilistic models, such as Bayesian networks, and non-parametric models, such as decision trees [11] . However, a more effective CITree learning algorithm is desired. Currently, our learning algorithm is based on heuristics, similar to the NBTree algorithm [2] . We believe that if a better learning algorithm is found, a CITree will benefit much from its structure, and thus will be a good model for many data mining applications.
